
The FU3A quiz 

Five of the answers to this quiz start with the letter F, five start with the letter U, 

5 answers contain the word Three and five start with the letter A.  If any answer 

is a name it is the surname that starts with one of these three letters. 

1. The New Orleans pianist, singer and songwriter Antoine Domino is better 

known by what nickname?    

2. Which four-letter word can follow short, night, rock, pit and prat?  

3. Which three-letter word can precede fetched, away, row and thing?  

4. Which Hampshire-born actor is famous for his rôle as Mr Darcy in Pride and 

Prejudice?  

5. What 5-letter word can be a woodwind instrument or a wine glass? 

6. Complete the title of the Edgar Allan Poe tale The Fall of the House of ------"    

7. Which five-letter word can precede wear, ground and stand?    

8. Which band, formed in Birmingham in 1978, took its name from a 

government benefit document?  They had a hit with Red Red Wine.  

9. Which mountain range in Western Russia conventionally forms the boundary 

between Europe and Asia?   

10. While a Lion represents England, which legendary animal represents 

Scotland on the royal coat of arms of the United Kingdom?  

11. Which nursery rhyme involves sightless rodents?     

12. Which Christmas carol concerns eastern potentates?   

13. Which extended village lies between Verwood and West Moors?  

14. Which satirical opera by Sergei Prokofiev has a libretto based on an Italian 

play L'amore Delle Tre Melarance?  

15. Athos, Aramis and Porthos were charters in which adventure novel by 

Alexander Dumas?   

16. Born with the surname Austerlitz in 1899, who was the famous dancer who 

starred in many musical films of the 30s, 40s and 50s?  

17. Which word can precede ego, nation and natively?    

18. Which word can follow fresh, open, imp?    

19. The Gunners is the nickname of which London football team?  

20. Which European country beginning with 'A' borders France?  


